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The Junior Hack Attack Baseball Pitching Machine is the major 
league-quality training tool designed to develop serious young players. 

The Junior Hack Attack has all of the unique features of the Hack Attack 
including our three-wheel design that provides complete vision.  
In developing hitters, especially at younger  
ages, there is nothing more important  
than timing and vision.

The Junior Hack Attack will throw  
fastballs and all breaking pitches. At  
a level where simplicity is imperative, 
any change in pitch is quickly dialed  
in using the three speed knobs. 

Lighter weight and extremely portable, 
the new Junior Hack Attack is the  
machine that will develop your  

dedicated players 
into the “pros” 
they want to be.
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Fits into any compact car

Extra-Wide 
Tripod Base

View Hack Attack & Junior Hack Attack 
videos online at www.sportsattack.com
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Leg Storage 

  HACK ATTACK JUNIOR HACK ATTACK 

 LEvEL Of PLAy High school, college, professional,  youth league, backyard, machine-pitch  
  and commercial games, travel teams, drills at all levels  
   including high school college and professional  

 SPEEd 100+ MPH 70+ MPH

 dISTANCE 60 feet 45 feet (simulates 90+ MPH)

 PITCHES fastballs, curves, sliders,  Same as Hack Attack
  split fingers & knuckle

 fUNgO Pivots instantly for pop-ups,  Pivots instantly for pop-ups,
  380 ft. fly balls, grounders 250 ft. fly balls, grounders

 WEIgHT 135 lbs.  75 lbs.

 TRANSPORTABILITy fits into any SUv or full size car, fits into any compact car, including a Mini Cooper
  fits through standard doorway

 AUTOMATIC fEEdERS Can use either Solo feeder (15 ball)  Same as Hack Attack
  or the Team feeder (150 ball)

 POWER SUPPLy 110 vAC - 2000W generator with  Same as Hack Attack
  inverter technology (not included) 

 BALL TyPES All types, including leather Same as Hack Attack and 7.5” training ball

 BALL SIzES Can be converted to softball  Can be converted to softball using conversion kit 
  using conversion kit and can also be converted to use the 7.5” diameter 
   vision training balls

The Hack Attack Baseball Pitching Machine features an exclusive design that 
allows the hitter to see the ball clearly all the way through the feeding motion,  
acceleration and release, just like from a live pitcher. This visual arm action signals 
the hitter when to stride and the angle of release, giving him a live arm sense of 
timing and location. 

The Hack Attack will throw unmatched right- and left-handed 
major league fastballs and breaking pitches, including 
curveballs, sliders, sinkers and knuckleballs. All this  
is accomplished by simply changing the speed of the  
wheels with three dials, eliminating time-consuming 
adjustments of the throwing head. It instantly switches to  
fungo work, pivoting in any direction and with real game-like 
spin, simulates grounders, long fly balls, deep line drives,  
towering infield flies and pop-ups for your catcher.

Quickly moves on and off field 
using two transporting wheels

Features of Distinction
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The Hack Attack Softball Pitching Machine will throw fastballs, risers, drops 
right- and left-handed curves, screwballs up and into the right- or left-handed 
hitters. All this is accomplished by simply changing the speed of the wheels with 
three dials, eliminating time-consuming adjustments of the throwing head. It  
instantly switches to fungo work, pivoting in any direction and with 
real game-like spin, simulates grounders, long fly balls, deep 
line drives, towering infield flies and pop-ups for your catcher.

The Hack Attack Softball Pitching Machine features  
an exclusive design that allows the hitter to see the  
ball clearly all the way through the feeding motion,  
acceleration and release, just like from a live pitcher. 
This visual arm action signals the hitter when to stride 
and the angle of release, giving her a live arm sense of  
timing and location. 

The Junior Hack Attack Softball Pitching Machine is the quality 
training tool designed to develop serious young players. 

The Junior Hack Attack has all of the unique features of the Hack Attack 
including our three-wheel design that provides complete vision.  
In developing hitters, especially at younger 
ages, there is nothing more important than 
timing and vision.

The Junior Hack Attack will throw fastballs 
and all breaking pitches. At a level where 
simplicity is imperative, any change in 
pitch is quickly dialed in using the three 
speed knobs. 

Lighter weight and extremely portable, 
the new Junior Hack Attack is the  
machine that will develop your dedicated  

players into the “pros” 
they want to be.

Features of Distinction

  HACK ATTACK JUNIOR HACK ATTACK 

 LEvEL Of PLAy High school, college, professional,  youth league, backyard, machine-pitch  
  and commercial games, travel teams, drills at all levels  
   including high school college and professional  

 SPEEd 80+ MPH 60+ MPH

 dISTANCE 43 feet Same as Hack Attack

 PITCHES fastballs, risers, drops, right and  Same as Hack Attack
  left handed screwballs

 fUNgO Pivots instantly for pop-ups, fly  Same as Hack Attack
  balls, grounders

 WEIgHT 135 lbs.  75 lbs.

 TRANSPORTABILITy fits into any SUv or full size car, fits into any compact car, including a Mini Cooper
  fits through standard doorway

 AUTOMATIC fEEdERS Can use either Solo feeder (11 ball)  Same as Hack Attack
  or the Team feeder (75 ball)

 POWER SUPPLy 110 vAC - 2000W generator with  Same as Hack Attack
  inverter technology (not included) 

 BALL TyPES All types, including leather Same as Hack Attack

 BALL SIzES Can be converted to baseball  Can be converted to baseball using conversion kit 
  using conversion kit and can also be converted to use the 7.5” vision 
   training balls
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Quickly moves on and off field 
using two transporting wheels

Patent PenDInG

View Hack Attack & Junior Hack Attack 
videos online at www.sportsattack.com

Fits into any compact car
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The Skill Attack is the perfect individual 
training tool with a ball release point  
of over 5’, not from floor level like  
other volleyball machines. 

This small agile unit can easily and  
quickly be rolled anywhere on the court or 
in your backyard or garage. It offers a full 
range of spins to deliver every type of drill 
including serves with either sharp down-
spins or breaking floaters; accurate and 
consistent soft sets with no spin at any 
angle and height; and digging drills from 
the same side of the net with power and 

accuracy. 

This unit will break 
down instantly for 
easy transportation, 
it will fit in the  
trunk of any car.
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Easy transporting & storage

Features of Distinction

  ATTACK ATTACK II SKILL ATTACK

 BALL RELEASE 6’ to 9’-3” 5’-6” to 8’-6” 5’-3”
 POINT RANgE

 SERvINg SPEEdS 70 MPH 60 MPH 40 MPH

 SPIKINg Over Men’s & Women’s net Over Women’s net from same side of net

 SETTINg yes  yes yes

 SPIN Top spins to floaters Top spins to floaters Top spins to floaters

 LOCATION CONTROL Instant Instant Instant

 PORTABILITy fits through standard  fits through standard  Breaks-down to fit in the
  doorway & into any standard doorway & into any standard trunk of any size car 
  size SUv or pick-up size SUv or pick-up

 THROWINg WHEEL 10” 8” 5”
 dIAMETER

 dIMENSIONS 24” wide x 83”-124” tall 24” wide x 79”-112” tall 36” wide x 72” tall
  (depending on head position) (depending on head position) 40” deep 
  50” deep (45” without 47” deep (42” without  
  throwing head)  throwing head) 

 PLATfORM HEIgHT 36” 24” n/a

Casters

Vertical Control

Safety Chain

Horizontal 
Control

Control Panel

Two Wheels

Platform

Patent #5,964,209

The Sports Attack volleyball machines will deliver thousands of reps in daily 

practice of serve receiving, digging and spiking. Accuracy and repeatability 

are assured in every drill, eliminating time wasting errant hits. A full range  

of spins is provided by all three machines, throwing both sharp topspins and 

breaking floaters to simulate match situations. The machines can also be easily 

rolled along the serving baseline, changing the angle of serves. The Attack and  

Attack II provide a realistic serve release point and can deliver a jump serve 

at international level speeds and quality. The Attack and Attack II provide actual 

angles from over the net and top speeds to make real game conditions a part of 

every digging drill. Rapid reps with varying intervals will meet the requirements 

of any setting drill. Accurate and consistent soft sets with no spin are provided 

at any angle and height. 

View videos online at  
www.sportsattack.com

Wheel Guard

Location 
Handle

Ball Bags
(sold separately)

The Attack Volleyball Machine shares 
all key features of the Attack II with 
the addition of a higher release point 
and increased speed to accommodate 
requirements of the men’s game.
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THE NEW SNAP, PASS AND KICK MACHINE  
Maximize your time on the most difficult  

to practice phases of the game. 

SNAPQuality realistic snaps without the center! 
 · Shotgun (5 yards) - 7 on 7 drills
 · No-back offense (5 yards)
 · Snaps to halfbacks (5-6 yards) 
 · Quick kick (7 yards)
 · Short punt (7 yards)
 · Extra point (7-8 yards) 
 · Long snap (14-15 yards) 
 · Bad snaps (“Fire calls”)

PASSCountless defensive drills without the quarterback!
 · Interception drills
 · Tip drills
 · Harassment drills (avoiding completions)

 · Last 2 plays of game (versus ‘Hail Mary’)

 · Defensive drills
 · Versus zone defenses
 · Prevent 

Precise reps without the quarterback!
 · Offensive drills
 · Coming to the ball
   Sideline (out) 
   Curl (hook)
   Slant 
 · Deep Passes

Designed by Football Coaches, Exceptional Quality

Transporting 
Wheels
Large wheels make  
rolling machine easy.  
It is extremely portable! Ball Feed Cradle

Accurate ball feed  
for tight spirals

Locking  
Telescoping Legs
Ensure stability and 
quick set up

Frame-Lock Pin
Locks machine for  
easy transporting

Wing Nuts
Quickly lock  
machine to tripod

Pass & Kick Elevation 
Control Handle
Controls the height of the  
pass or kick (trajectory) – 
tighten for repeatability or 
loosen for instant pivoting

Horizontal Pivot 
Control Handle
Tighten for repeatability or 
loosen for instant pivoting

Lifting Handles
Make it easy to  
set up machine

Wheel Guards
Keeps your wheels  
protected and the  
machine operator safe

Speed Control Dial
Controls ball velocity  
and distance

Snap Elevation 
Control Handle
Spring-loaded handle 
controls the height of 
the snap (trajectory)

Transporting Handle
Makes moving the machine 
on and off the field easy

Football Throwing Wheels
Exclusive football throwing wheels  
require no maintenance and provide  
countless seasons of trouble-free use

Easily rolls on and off field. Profile  
allows it to go through any door.  
Requires minimum storage space.

Sold separately, our remote control 
feeds ball instantly or delayed to allow 
the coach to control tempo of practice. 
Also allows punter and extra-point 
kicker and holder to work alone. 
(accessory item, sold separately)

NEW!  from Sports Attack
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Emphasize the kicking game in 
a fraction of the time! 
 · Squib kicks
 · Pooch kicks
 · Onside kicks 
 · Punt return
 · Kick-off return
 · Long punts
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The company is located in Verdi, a small town just outside of Reno, NV

Sports Attack was founded in 1995 in Reno, NV. To say that we  
are manufacturers of quality sports training equipment just seems 
to not capture the essence of who we are. We do not just design 
our products; we explore, scrutinize, analyze and engineer our 
products. We do not just manufacture or assemble our equipment; 
we build each one from the ground up, by hand, the old fashioned 
way. And all of it, every part, every wheel, every motor, every 
element of every machine is made in the United States. We view 
our suppliers through the lens of our mission statement, as a 
critical part of the design and development of our equipment. 
After fabrication and prior to shipment the equipment is tested 
thoroughly, every aspect of every unit. This insures the product 
reliability on which our brand is built. Our process represents 
who we are; distinctive and exclusive design, detailed and quality 
manufacturing, resulting in innovative, effective training equipment. 

While the company was founded in 1995, our design and 
manufacturing folks pre-date the first wheel machines in the 
baseball industry, over 40 years ago. There have been a lot of 
changes over the course of these years but none greater than the 
introduction of the third wheel to the traditional pitching machine, 
finally achieving the unobstructed vision and the resulting timing  
so critical to hitting.

Our Mission Statement
Sports Attack will be the leader in innovative, quality 
sports training equipment that will enable athletes at 
all levels to reach their full potential and coaches to 

develop championship teams.

“Professional performance based on 40 years 
of pitching machine design experience.”

Kurt Brenner,  
founding partner,  
leads sales worldwide 

Doug Boehner,  
founding partner, 
head of product design  
and engineering

Rita Boehner,  
founding partner,
manages office  
and finance

Amanda Pratt,  
founding partner, 
leads marketing  
effort worldwide
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The Ace Attack Tennis Machine 
sets up in minutes; simply roll onto 
court, plug in, and dial in your ball 
speed, spin, velocity, interval and 
oscillation using simple control 
panel dials. No lengthy programming 
or measurements to calculate or 
input. Changing strokes can be 
done in seconds using the controls 
that are conveniently placed at 
your fingertips. Balls are delivered 
at actual speeds of 105+ MPH and 
simulated speeds of up to 130 MPH. 
    

Unique Features
•  The throwing head quickly lowers from serving height to deliver all ground 

strokes including volleys, forehands, backhands and lobs.   

•  Three-wheel design provides an infinite spectrum of ball spins simulating 
any shot in the game. 

•   Three-wheel design also provides better gripping at three points of the ball, 
along with professional level speeds and unmatched pinpoint accuracy.    

•  Ball feed is a jam-free system with variable intervals between shots (from 
1.5 to 12 seconds), that provides complete visibility of ball acceleration. 

•  Controls are simple and trouble-free. You can quickly and easily 
regulate the speed, spin, velocity, interval and oscillation.

The throwing head of the 
Ace Attack easily raises to 
serving height, delivering 
left or right handed serves 
and second serves with 
authentic high kicks. 

Ace Attack in ground stroke 
position shows open-air design 
that ensures this extremely low 
maintenance machine will give 
your family or club years of 
uninterrupted service.

View videos online at  
www.sportsattack.com

Patent #7,100,594
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